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The rate of flow of air through a sheet of fabric was given by S. Saito and H. Uchida¥1) 
as follows， 
Q=KCムP)"
where Q is the volume of air in c. c. passing through unit area (cm2) per sec.，ムPthe 
pressure difference (g/cm2) of air on both sides of fabric， a:nd K and n are constants 
respectively， depe:nding upon fabric used. One of the au任J.ers(2)fou:nd that the equation 
(1) was also applicable to his ca呂esand he could derive it by substituting 出e
coefficient of resistance of air ftow r:p(R)=kR-'''' into well known equation for air孔o"vV
through a tube， where r:p(R) was a function of Reynold's number R， k a constant llumber 
depending UpOll the construction of fabric and O:;m三五L Besides， the constant 1{ W3S 
expressed as follows， 
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(2) 
in which r was the equivalent radius deduced from the whole area of holes per cm2， 1 its 
fiow length，η世紀 coeilicientof viscosity，ρthe density of air司 andn=2-m. 
To make clear the universality of n and k， peculiar characters of fiow length l and the 
eflective radius r， and also to know the limit of application of出eequation (J)， 80rne 
experiments were carried out wit1:l a pile consisting of the pieces cut 0庁froma sheet of 
fabric. The apparatus used was similar to the previous paper.∞It自 essentialpart 
was large Mariotte bottle T 五lledwith water， the bottom of w:hich was connected to 
a water pipe provided with a cock Cl for the regulation of 杜levelocity of air 
through the pile. The upper end of the bottle was connected to a cylindrical tube 
A by a pipe via a storage tank B， across社l.etop Ao of the tube the pile S to be tested 
was placed as shown in Fig. 1. The experimental procedure was also日imilarto the 
prevlOus one， 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement. 
The kinds of the fabric studied were Fujiette， Nylon-Taffeta， Broad， Habutai (16-
Monme) and Salan， and世紀 mostof them were plain withせleexception of salan twilled 
1/2. Under the experimental conditions出atthe temperature was 220 :1:20C and也e
relative humidity 68 :1:3%， the relations ofムP in mmH20 with Q in c・C・Icm2min.， 
corrected to atomcspheric pressure， were obtained for various number of sheets， and 
也eywere plotted in Fig. 2-1 etc. By means of these figures， we were able to get世間
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The curves labelled CA) in Fig.3 (Fujiette etc.) show the relations between the value 
of n and the number of sheets N and the solid curves labelled (B) in themexpress仕le
experimental relations of K and N. From these， it is plain that n remains constant 
for a kind of textile fabric and has not strong connection with N， while the value of K 
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decreases rapidly with the number of sheets N. 
As shown in the previous paper，∞ the value of n does not difl'er greatly from unity 
for the most fabric when the quantity of air passing through a sheet is comparatively 
small and the air becomes laminar fiow. The curves 1 Cfor one sheet) in Fig. 2 ought 
to be obtained under these circumstances. Needless to say， the pressure drop across each 
sheet decreases with the number of sheets under the constant pressure difl'erence between 
both sides of a pile. The other curves I， III， IV， V in Fig. 2 have been obtained 
under such conditions anc1 air may be laminar況ow. If the air passing through the 
pile 1S laminar fiow peculiar to the textile fabric itself， the value of n obtained for the 
pile remains at itsown constant as if it were the cases of a sheet w淵 1 lower pressure 
drop， and thus has not great bearing upon the number of sheets. 
Now， the fact that仕levalue of K decreases rapidly wlth出enumber of sheets 1s 
r3冗，worth consideration. Let us assume that … i8 constant. Then， vve getせlefollowing 
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relation between K and 1 from出eequation (2)， 
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where Kl is出eval ue of K for a sheet wi出 Rowleng位1h and Ki the value for i 
sheets wi由 resultantRow leng吐11 i. For our cases， itis natural to put 
li=ih・
Consequently， we obtain 
K1.3 
Ki 
or 
1 
Ki=Kli 'も
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The value of Ki corresponding to i sheets of pile is calculated by the equation (5) 
when Kl and幻 aregiven. Thus， the dotted curves in Fig. 3 (Fujiette etc.) are obtained. 
From the figures， itseems to us that these observed and theoretical curves are fairly at 
one， (B) in Fig. 3-1 excepted， and that there is no great mistake in our assumption that 
，..o-n 
k is consta叫. The fact伽 tthe t.'1eoretical values of K for Fujiette a問 alittle 
greater than those observed may be attributted to inf1uence of deformation of Fujiette， 
for出edecrease of ftow velocity Q has been observed in the past often when the distance 
between 2 sheets was slightly increased in a ductile manner.τbis point 1S stil under 
our investigation固
Now， itmay be stated that the equations (1) and (2) are also applicable to a pile 
r~主惚{ T~in 
when the resultant flow length 1i 1S taken into consideration， and that n and '-z:-(とそ!k ¥ . k / 
are constants depending upon a kind of textile fabric， and having little connection with 
泣1enumber of sheets. 
Summary 
The equations to air flow tb.rough various fabric wδre expressed as follows 
1 
Q=K(ム
and 
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where Q is the flow velocity in c.c園Icm2min・9 ムPthe prcssure drop in mmH20 across 
fabric， n a constant number depending mainly upon the size of effective radius r deduced 
from the whole area ofせ1eholes，可 thecoefficient of visccsity， l世紀 iiowlength， p the 
density of air and k is constant. 
In the present paper， ithas been shown that the equations described above are also 
applicable to a pile of i sheets of textile :Eabric when the resultant flow 1εngth l iwhich 
r;Jー 凡( r2 ¥ 
is equal to ill is llsed， and that n and ^-L-l士二一 J are respectively出eproper constants ~'"~ ..^~. '" ~'^~ k ¥. . k) ~^ ~ • ~~t'~ 
:Eor its construction， having little connection with社1enllmber of sheets. 
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